O U T W IT H A BA N G :
TH E CH AL LE N G E O F
M EA SU RI N G EX PL O SI O N S
USE THEY HAPP EN SO QUIC KLY AND WITH SUCH
EXPL OSIO NS ARE DIFF ICULT TO STUD Y BECA
AN
WOR K IS IMPO RTAN T FOR PROT ECTI NG HUM
DEST RUCT IVE POW ER. YET KNO WING HOW THEY
ERSI T Y OF SHEF FIELD , UK, HAVE ESTA BLISH ED
LIVE S. SO, A TEAM OF ENGI NEER S AT THE UNIV
RE THEY USE THE LATE ST TECH AND
THE BLAS T AND IMPA CT DIAG NOS TICS LAB, WHE
S UP
E ABOU T WHA T HAPP ENS WHE N STUF F BLOW
EXPE RIME NTAL TECH NIQU ES TO LEAR N MOR

TALK LIKE AN ENGINEER
EXPLOSION – a sudden catastrophic
release of energy, causing a pressure wave
LOAD – a force, deformation or
acceleration applied to something, such as
a structure
PRESSURE WAVE or BLAST WAVE
– when a disturbance causes a change in
pressure emanating outwards from a source
SENSOR – a device that measures physical
properties, such as light, heat or pressure

Though we all instinctively know an
explosion when we see one, the physical
processes behind them are pretty complex.
“Explosions happen when a lot of trapped
energy is suddenly released,” explains
Dr Sam Clarke, a civil engineer at the
University of Sheffield. This energy creates
a pressure wave, expanding outwards from
the site of detonation, and it is this pressure
wave that causes damage to people and
infrastructure.

His colleague Dr Sam Rigby, also a civil
engineer, explains in more detail. “An
explosion is a chemical reaction that converts
an explosive material into a high-pressure,
highly dense gas,” he says. “This gas then
rapidly expands and violently forces the air
surrounding the explosive out of the way.”
Understanding this process in more detail
can help engineers predict the effects that
explosions will have on structures, which
is why Sam and Sam have established
the Blast and Impact Diagnostics Lab. If
engineers know how structures will respond
to explosions, then safety measures can be
improved to hopefully ensure lives are saved
during future blasts.
STRONG BUT SENSITIVE
The trouble is, explosions are very hard
to measure. “You need equipment that
can record intense pressures (many times
stronger than steel) which are applied and
removed in a miniscule amount of time (less
than a thousandth of a blink of an eye),” says
Sam R. This requires equipment that is both
robust enough to survive the explosion but
sensitive enough to record these very rapid
changes in conditions.

Traditionally, the pressure of explosions has
been measured from further away or averaged
out over a larger surface area, which does
not give much information about the precise
goings-on within the explosion itself. The
Blast and Impact Diagnostics Lab is hoping
to change this, and so the team is designing
bespoke apparatus to measure explosions,
providing fundamental insights into the physical
processes that occur extremely close to
an explosive.
As well as measuring explosions themselves,
the team is also interested in their effects on
nearby structures. “To design structures that
are more resilient to explosions, we have to
understand the loads they are exposed to,” says
Sam R. So, experiments are being conducted in
the lab to investigate how structures respond to
the loading caused by an explosive blast wave.
MEASURING THE BIG BANG
To conduct an explosion, the team uses plastic
explosives. “These high explosives have about
the same energy in them as a Mars Bar,”
says Sam C. “The difference is that you can’t
detonate a Mars Bar!” Once the explosives
have been moulded to the desired shape,
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a detonator is added then the firing pack
is activated.
“We clear the area and give a warning on-site
before the actual detonation happens,” says
Genevieve Langdon, a Professor of Blast and
Impact Engineering. “That’s the simple bit.
The tricky bit is measuring what happens!”
The team uses an array of sensors, all of which
must survive the explosion and take accurate
recordings at the same time.
Ultra-high-speed cameras film the event,
collecting up to a million photos per second.
These images show how the blast waves
develop during the explosion and how any
structures in the path of the explosion react
to the expanding pressure wave. The explosion
is also filmed by cameras that can observe
qualities not visible to the naked eye. Infrared
cameras measure temperature changes during
the explosion while X-ray cameras allow the
team to see inside the explosive event.
Pressure gauges measure the pressure applied
by the blast wave itself – the rapidly moving
air caused by the expansion of gas within the
explosive. “This pressure load will exert a hard
‘push’ on a structure, like a very intense wind,
which can cause the structure to deform
or break,” says Sam R. By studying the
magnitude of this pressure loading at different
distances from the source of detonation, the
team will learn how much pressure buildings in
the path of an explosion will be subjected to.
EXPLOSIONS IN THE REAL WORLD
Lives and structures are most at risk from

explosions in warzones. The team hopes
their findings could help protect soldiers
from improvised explosive devices, such as
roadside bombs. “We’ve been able to identify
the properties of soil types which affect how
dangerous a buried explosive may be,” says
Sam C. “Next we will try to understand why
these properties affect the explosion, which
is where the new lab comes in.”
Sometimes, explosions happen on a massive
scale, such as the tragic explosion in Beirut
in August 2020. Obviously, explosions at
this scale cannot be replicated in a lab – but
that does not mean they cannot be studied.
“Blast waves scale quite nicely according to
‘cube root’ scaling,” says Sam R. “This means
the properties of a small and large explosion
will be the same, just scaled according to
their size.” Small-scale explosions conducted
in the lab can therefore be scaled up to help
understand city-scale explosions such as
the Beirut blast. However, the blast wave
of ‘real-life’ explosions will interact with
structures such as buildings, and so the next
step for the team is to understand how the
expanding pressure wave will be influenced
by obstacles.
While the team certainly enjoy the
excitement of creating explosions for their
experiments (“Of course it’s fun to blow
stuff up!” says Andy, a technician in the lab),
the work conducted in the Blast and Impact
Diagnostics Lab has a much greater purpose
and will ultimately help save lives and protect
infrastructure from the devastating effects
of explosions.

EXPLORE A CAREER
IN ENGINEERING
• A-levels in physics and maths are
necessary for most engineering courses,
but Gen and Sam R. both suggest
considering creative subjects too, to
ensure diverse ways of thinking and
connection with real-world issues.
• Sam C. and Sam R. are civil engineers.
The Institute of Civil Engineers (www.ice.
org.uk/what-is-civil-engineering) provides
a wealth of resources about careers in civil
engineering, including advice about what
subjects to study and interviews with civil
engineers at all stages of their careers.
• Gen is a chartered mechanical engineer.
If you want to achieve chartered engineer
status, check that your university courses
are accredited by a national engineering
body such as the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers (www.imeche.org) or the Royal
Academy of Engineers
(www.raeng.org.uk)
• Gen recommends finding work
experience to learn more about what
engineering actually is. “Engineers work
everywhere – factories, laboratories,
design offices, consultancy firms…”
she says. “Go and see the variety of
engineering roles for yourself.”
• Not all engineering roles require a
university education. Andy is a technician
at the Blast and Impact Diagnostics Lab.
He advises students to be hands on and
open to learning new skills if they are
interested in working in an engineering
lab. “Offer to help wherever you can,”
he says. “You never know where it
might lead!”

MEET DR SAM CLARKE
I’m the Principal Investigator of the Blast and
Impact Diagnostics Lab. This means I’m in charge
of ensuring we deliver what we promised – which
recently involved spending £1 million on new
equipment! It’s great to finally have the resources to
investigate ways to reduce the impact of explosions
on the world around us.
I enjoy the varied nature of my job, and the fact
that no two days are the same. One day I’ll be in the
classroom teaching students, and the next I’ll be out
on-site blowing things up!
When British troops were deployed to Iraq and
Afghanistan, we realised we had an opportunity
to help protect them through understanding the
engineering properties of soil. The characteristics of
the soil in which an explosive is buried will determine

how dangerous the explosion will be. I’ve been
involved with the engineering aspect of explosions
ever since.
I’ve always been interested in construction. I
loved LEGO sets as a kid, and still do! I couldn’t
decide between architecture and engineering, so
I completed the University of Sheffield’s unique
Structural Engineering and Architecture degree,
which let me delay my professional career choice. I
soon realised that I loved engineering, especially soils,
which always provide a challenge.
I always have a project on the go outside of work,
mainly home improvement projects or furniture
design. I’m also a very keen cyclist and having the
Peak District on my doorstep is great.

MEET DR SAM RIGBY
My research focuses on understanding the loading
that acts on structures following an explosion. The
forces produced by explosions far exceed those
normally considered in civil engineering, and they are
applied and removed so suddenly that they introduce
all sorts of interesting behaviour into structures.
My role in the lab focuses on numerical modelling
and developing quick methods for predicting blast
loading parameters. These methods will be based on
our explosion experiment results and could provide
a ‘shortcut’ to the more computationally demanding
solutions currently in use. We aim to provide simple
techniques for practicing engineers to predict the
effects of explosions.
I’ve seen close to 100 explosions in my lifetime, and
it never gets boring! I like the fact that we get an
insight into this hidden world where events happen
so quickly, through our ultra-high-speed cameras, so
we can see what is really going on. Plus, I love when I
receive the results of a particular test – looking at the
screen and thinking, “I’m the only person in the world
who knows this.” It’s quite a feeling!

Civil engineering, by definition, is about people.
My research ultimately aims to protect people from
explosions and knowing that my work could save
lives really spurs me on. I also love the variety of civil
engineering, the mix of practical work with number
crunching. This is very apparent in my job, where my
time is split between blowing things up in a muddy
field and computer programming at my desk.
I was always designing things when I was younger.
I remember sketching out a toy giraffe, including a
cross-section, and giving the blueprint to my mum to
pass on to Santa ready for Christmas! I carried this
inquisitive nature into school and became interested
in maths and physics. I initially thought I wanted to
be an architect, but as soon as I realised engineering
involved creative design as well as mathematics, I
was sold.
Outside of work, I play for my local rugby team and
enjoy playing guitar. I am also a huge craft beer nerd
– we’re blessed to have several great breweries in
Sheffield. And I love walking in the Peak District with
my wife and young son.

MEET PROFESSOR GENEVIEVE LANGDON
I am a mechanical engineer by training. This field is
very broad and covers anything connected to how
things move or respond to loads. This feeds into
industries such as manufacturing, structures, energy
production and fluid motion. My specific interest
is much more niche, namely how materials and
structures respond to explosions. Explosions and their
effects are both devastating and fascinating to me.
I would be lying if I said I don’t enjoy blowing
things up! I enjoy the challenge of unpicking what
happens during an explosive event, and how to use
this information to prevent damage and injury in the
real world. The physics and engineering challenges
involved require a clever team, and I love being able
to work with excellent people.
I enjoy the mix of different things I get to work on.
Engineering is at the interface of science and the real
world – taking theory and putting it into practice.
I like the hands-on nature of experiments, and the

chance to use my brain to interpret their results.
When I was a child, I wanted to be the first woman
in space, but was beaten to it! When I was about
12, I learnt about the field of engineering (and that
being an engineer didn’t mean being a car mechanic)
and set my eyes on that for the rest of my time in
school. I was one of only two girls in my school to
take Design & Technology at GCSE. My one regret
is being too narrowly focused on science-leaning
subjects – I wish I had taken GCSE drama! I thought
arts and engineering are incompatible, but they
certainly are not.
Outside of work, I spend a lot of time with my
family, and I like to sing, write poetry and read. I also
preach at my local church and am doing an online
theology degree in my spare time. Though all these
interests are very different to engineering, I find the
range of perspectives they give me very stimulating
and life-giving.

MEET ANDY HIBBERT
I’m a technician in the Blast and Impact Diagnostics
Lab. I run a selection of high-speed video cameras, as
well as doing on-site photography. I also help with the
general day-to-day running of the laboratory.
The sense of achievement I get when our hard work
produces great results is the best part of this project
– as well as the chance to blow stuff up! I also enjoy
getting to watch videos back in super slow motion,
seeing exactly what happens during an explosion.

we will prepare the test area and I will set up the
cameras. Finally, it’s time to make a bang and retrieve
the data we have just captured.
It was through photographing BMX riding that
I became interested in slow-motion filming. I
understood the fundamentals of photography and
became involved with filming explosions, ultimately
working with lots of different types of cameras and
equipment as a career.

As a technician, a typical day starts off with a team
meeting and discussing the plans for the day. Then

THE TEAM’S TOP TIPS
01 T he better you do at school, the more choices you have in life. Try and give your best to whatever you do, without burning yourself out.
02 F ind something that you enjoy, sparks your imagination and gets you excited to learn more. Don’t be afraid to follow what you love.
03 Don’t be put off if you don’t achieve what you want straight away. Things can take time.
04 Show interest and talk to people! Enjoy yourself and try to make a positive difference to the people around you.

